The Graphic Sex Project:
A Creative Tool for Self-Reflection, Communication, and Research
Supplemental File 1: Selected Graph Samples
The full collection of graphs is available for viewing on the Graphic Sex Project online gallery, at
GraphicSexProject.com. Each graph is totally unique, and tells a story about its creator’s sex life. What follows
is a small sample of graphs from the project, to both showcase some interesting graphs, and to provide some
insight and examples of how we approached the coding of the graphs for our analysis.
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Supplemental Figure 1: Simple Activities Graph Type

The Simple Activities graph type is the most straight-forward and easy to decipher of all the graphing strategies
people chose. They are basically line graphs, histograms, or timelines of events, usually reading left to right,
and can be read easily as a story of a sexual encounter. A young gay man dresses to go out to a bar. Sits for a
while before starting to chat, drink, and flirt. He brushes up against people, and waits awkwardly. He changes
clothes. More light brushing against people and waiting awkwardly. He has found someone. They kiss for a
long time and have anal sex. There is some post-sex awkward waiting, and lots more light brushing. The layout
is a simple list of activities showing the order they happen in and relative proportions, but nonetheless it tells a
complex story, open to many questions. Does he change his clothes at the bar? Is he brushing many people or
just one? Or are they brushing him? Does only one person orgasm? What is he waiting for? Why the
awkwardness? In the context of the story, there are opportunities for self-reflection and therapeutic work.
(file 20171112_22MG)

Supplemental Figure 2: Contemporaneous Activities Graph Type
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The Contemporaneous Activities graphs have a more complex structure. They look similar to histograms or bar
charts, but layers of different colored cubes seem to indicate that activities are happening concurrently. “Kiss”
begins to happen mid-way through a period of “Woo me/Entice me” and “Cuddle & stroke me.” “Vulva play”
is interspersed with “Cuddle & stroke me,” and precedes and becomes interwoven with “Clit play.” “Fingers in
me” and then “Vibrator” are introduced, leading to climaxes, represented by the triangles. “PIV” is
comparatively brief and followed by more “Vibrator.” The episode ends with a return to “Woo me/Entice me,”
“Cuddle & stroke me,” and “Kiss” happening concurrently, with a small amount of “Vulva play.” For the
purposes of potentially coding order of activities, these graph-types would prove to be more difficult than the
Simple Activities type.
(file 20190817_56BW)
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Supplemental Figure 3: Mosaic Graph Type

The Mosaic graph-type doesn’t have any way of discerning the order of activities, although proportions are still
clear. They are often circular in shape, similar to scatter plots or pie charts, with the sense that there is some
meaning in the choice of what goes in the middle versus what surrounds. In this one, the descriptors “warm and
soft” and “cool and straightforward, occupy middle ground between “kissing” and “fucking.” The artist asked
the maker of this graph about black identification of “sharp, biting” in the legend and what it meant that black
didn’t appear in the graph. She replied that she simply forgot about black when she made the design, and didn’t
want to change the design to add black in. This demonstrates nicely how thorough post-graph-making
interviews could clarify issues for future coding endeavors.
The positions and layout of the mosaic graphs have more obscure meaning than Simple Activities or the
Contemporaneous Activities graphs. This could be illustrating her inward transition as she moves from kissing
to intercourse, but that is only conjecture. Design is often an important element in mosaic graphs that may affect
the cube proportions. For example, in this one, the consideration that the blue cubes make a complete ring
around the rest of the design was no doubt more important than accurately depicting the proportion of time
spent kissing (represented by 17 blocks) compared to the proportion of time spent fucking (represented by 14
blocks). On a different mosaic graph, one person helpfully explained that it was a heat map, where “more
blocks, the most pleasure.”
(file 20171112_51FB)
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Supplemental Figure 4: Longitudinal Graph Type

Longitudinal graphs charts some aspect of the graph-maker’s sex life or relationships over time. This one
compares the qualitative (good or bad) experience of interaction (presumably sexual) with girls vs with boys.
Identifying as a lesbian, the young women comes to the unmistakable conclusion “Girls!!!” with conclusion 2.0:
“I’m gay as all hell.” Other examples of longitudinal graphs made at installation events are: “my nights as a
young, single gay man;” “sexual tension through the years;” "sex frequency vs yrs marriage;” "sex in rooms of
our house;" "orgasms from men vs orgasms from my vibrator;" "avg # of orgasms/day;" and "evolution of porn
preference.” Some graphers charted some aspect of their relationships throughout their whole life. Longitudinal
graphs were not included in the analysis.
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Supplemental Figure 5: Alternate Stories, Solo Experiences, Group Sex Graph Types

Some people choose to tell other stories about their sex life, rather than representing a single ideal experience.
These often include titles describing the graph, like this one called “Things that add to my enjoyment during
sex.” The legend lists “partner spends time talking to me, partner cuddles/doesn’t rush, partner looks into my
eyes, partner makes sure I cum during, partner is dominant/makes me feel wanted, doesn’t go on phone, cuddles
after/kisses me, and doesn’t go to bed right after.” Other examples of alternate stories people told with their
graphs are: specific experiences with multiple partners, “my blowjob technique”, a self-care or masturbation
scenario, a bad or traumatic experience, the unfolding of a relationship dispute, their experience as asexual, or
how they feel about their body. Some people made 2 graphs on a single template that compared different
experiences, like, sex in a relationship vs sex in hookup; sex before kids vs sex after kids; sex with hashers vs
sex with “muggles”; or sex at various times in their lives. These types of graphs were not included in the
analysis.
(file 20190410_20F)
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Supplemental Figure 6: Order Matters

Every graph presents a challenge to translate the idiosyncratic way a person describes their sexual experiences
into a semi-rigid framework of categories of activity. For example, Social Engagement - Preceding (SE-pre), had
134 unique phrases represented in 237 coded graphs, including things as diverse as stimulating conversation,
making dinner, arguing, texting, eye contact, and “try new things,” or in this case “dirty talk/banter” represented
by green cubes. These green cubes illustrate how interpretation played into our coding process. Time appears to
move from left to right in this graph, with “build to play” on the left with three “dirty talk/banter” green cubes;
“aftercare” is on the far right; and in the middle “play & sex” with four more green cubes. The first three green
cubes were coded as SE-pre since they happened in the context of emotional relation and connection, but the four
green ones in the middle are different due to their placement in the entirety of the experience. They were coded
as Sexual Vocalization (defined as sexual vocalization or talk as arousal mechanism or expression, not negotiation
or consent, including moans and exclamations) since they happened in the context of overtly sexual activity.
Several consultants in the course of this project suggested standardizing the categories, so that coding the graphs
wouldn’t necessitate that kind of interpretation. We could have given people the categories and had them make
graphs with standardized cubes that represented, for example, social engagement, and other cubes that stood for
vocal expressions during sex, and thus avoided this kind of ambiguity -- but that alteration would have undermined
several of the other goals of the project, such as the opportunity for self-reflection and expression. To really
explore and express such an intimate aspect of a person’s life, people need to have the freedom to use their own
words. Any words that were chosen in an attempt to broadly capture and quantify all the things people might do
sexually, would unavoidably lack a great deal of resonance with many people, as they attempt to translate their
experience into a visual representation.
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(file 20170610_35FHflex)
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Supplemental Figure 7: Sex is Not Just Sex

Non-sexual activities can be an important part of a sexual experience, as illustrated in this graph by a 28-yearold cis gay man. Four cubes of laundry and five cubes of non-sexual talking were coded by the project as Social
Engagement - Preceding (anything having to do with activities of a social, non-overtly sexual nature, before
sexual activity). The specificity of laundry is interesting. It may be that this man feels there is something important
about doing domestic tasks together as a prelude to sex. Perhaps the companionship of tackling responsibilities
together creates a comfort in a demonstrated interdependence. Or perhaps there is an intimacy in touching each
other’s clothes in a care-taking setting. Whatever it may be, acts of domesticity get him primed for a sexual
encounter. The theme of domesticity is extended throughout the sexual episode with “kicking the cat out of the
bed” which was coded as four cubes of Scene Setting (adjusting the atmosphere or preparing the space). It may
have been included in the graph with a bit of tongue in cheek, but as a companion to doing the laundry it does
paint a picture of someone who values creating a shared domestic space with a partner, represented by their mutual
connection to the cat. Note that when two different activities are assigned to a single color, as here with oral
and/or anal, the cube count was split evenly between to the two in the coding, in this case Oral Genital Stimulation
and Anal Penetration.
(file 20170415_28cMG)
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Supplemental Figure 8: Clarity and Ambiguity

Each witness to a graph adds their own meaning or identifies with the particular flow of a sexual episode. Here,
the words seem to tell the story so clearly: “dirty talk, oral, give it to me, yas yas! Are you done? Ok, bye!” then
sleep. However, the vast diversity of sexual preferences and interests ultimately means there is much ambiguity
in what this creator could have been referring to with their chosen labels. The graph-maker chose to not include
their demographics, but “give it to me” would imply some kind of intercourse for most people. “Are you done?”
seems to imply some measure of impatience for the other person to have their own orgasm, before “ok, bye” and
sleep. It’s a perfect illustration of a person getting what they need, unabashedly selfish and satisfied. It might be
a woman receiving vaginal intercourse, having an orgasm, continuing for her partner to have his (are you done?),
then rolling over to sleep. But the graph-maker could easily be of any demographic, giving or receiving any
welcome sex act until they climax. “Give it to me” could just as easily be a flogging, as vaginal or anal intercourse.
It could mean being powdered and diapered for an adult baby/diaper lover. This graph ultimately represents any
kind of stimulation to climax, a token amount of reciprocation, and sleep with little engagement. Like any art, it
communicates something of the artist’s experience that a viewer can bring their own experience to. Clear, but still
ambiguous.
One might rightly wonder how this was actually coded into a rigid framework. For this graph, “oral” is
unspecified, but presumed to be genital stimulation due to its placement before a climax. It was coded as Oral
(+manual) Stimulation. “Give it to me” was coded simply as Other Sexual. “Yas Yas!” was coded as Emotions
and Thought since it indicates how they feel about what is happening, with 1 unit recorded for a climax, indicated
by the yellow dot. “Are you done?” was coded as Negotiation, and “Ok Bye! Zzzz...” as Proximity Change
(defined as anything indicating changing physical location of partners), and then 5 units of Sexual Vocalization
10
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(sexual talk as arousal mechanism or expression, not negotiation or consent, including moans and exclamations).
In this way, art becomes numbers.
(file 20170324_ND)
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Supplemental Figure 9: Plan of Action

Making a graph creates a step-by-step plan of action. With the cubes, a person creates a visual portrait of an ideal
sexual experience: what do they want to happen, in what order, and in what relative proportions of time spent.
When and how often do they prefer to climax, and when do they prefer their partner climaxes? With a visual plan
of action, they potentially have that idea more readily available in their mind to achieve that ideal in reality.
Sharing a graph like this with a partner can help create a conversation where each person better understands what
this ideal could be like. With 40 cubes over 45 minutes, as indicated, each cube in this graph represents a little
over a minute. So this 54-year-old bisexual female wants cuddling and sweet talk to begin and end her experience
for about 5 or 6 minutes. She wants hands all over her body for a few minutes. Then she wants to be tied up, and
flogged for a few minutes. She wants a couple minutes of oral, and then a vibrator for several minutes until she
climaxes, followed by digital penetration and more vibrator, until she climaxes again. She would then like just a
couple of minutes of PIV, with her partner having a climax, and then more vibrator and manual stimulation until
she climaxes again. Obviously, a sexual episode does not have to proceed with stopwatch precision in exactly this
order, but it does create a framework where a partner could readily see what she envisions as a good experience,
and a hierarchy of relative values.
The coding of this graph included: Cuddle Pre, Cuddle Post, Social Engagement Pre And Post, General Body
Touching, Oral Stimulation of Genitals, BDSM and Kink, Sex Toy Activity, Manual Stimulation of Genitals,
Vaginal Intercourse, and Climax.
(file 20171008_54FB)
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Supplemental Figure 10: Comparing Experiences

It’s especially interesting when someone makes two graphs comparing two sexual experiences, since the contrasts
between the two graphs offer a wealth of observations. This one uses bar graphs to compare sex with men versus
sex with women, where cube count corresponds to a scale from ok to awesome. She indicates a greater range of
activities with male partners, with four of those activities in the top five scorers: long hard kisses, mind fuck, fast
fuck, and slow big hard fuck. But the highest scoring activity overall is “kissing another girl.” The other two
activities indicated in sex with women are comparatively low scoring. So the single activity she likes best happens
with a woman, but the other activities with women rate low: giving oral sex to a woman has the second lowest
score, beating out only “fast fuck.” The contrasting graphs presumably offer the graph-maker similar potential
for self-reflection. Had she been aware of her own preferences with that degree of clarity before making a graph?
“Fast fuck” rates only one cube. Does she tell her partner(s) that critical piece of information, that she vastly
prefers three other kinds of fucking?
This graph also illustrates how people used the cubes in different ways. She appears to be rating her feelings about
individual sexual activities rather portraying two distinct sexual episodes -- it’s doubtful she is having a “slow big
hard fuck” and then going out in public to fuck within the same sexual episode (but we concede that could be
what she means). But as with many graphs, we as coders had to use our common humanity and common language
to glean the most-likely meaning. Since we determined she is representing a scale of desirability of acts, not a
single episode, this graph was not coded or included in the analysis.
(file 20170406_46FB)
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Supplemental Figure 11: Proportions of Activities

One of the inspirations for this project was the opportunity to see the proportions of different sexual activities that
people would show in their graphs. Two people can like all the exact same activities, but desire them in very
different quantities. Some people want a lot of kissing. Some people want more manual stimulation than oral.
How much would heterosexual people value vaginal intercourse over other sexual activity, as reflected in the
quantity of cubes they would use? Many heterosexual people use the words “sex” and vaginal intercourse
interchangeably, or even believe that sex hasn’t occurred if it didn’t include intercourse. Would that translate into
representing a higher proportion of the whole experience as that one particular activity?
In this graph, intercourse is only 5% of the experience. Three quarters of the cubes do not even involve any
touching -- “heating the bedroom, nice smells and music” (coded as Scene Setting); “wine & cheese,
awkward/endearing conversation” (coded as Social-Preceding). This is foreplay in a different light. She is aware
that she needs a lot of time to warm up.
Studies into duration of foreplay compared to vaginal intercourse (Miller & Byers, 2004) have not rigorously
defined foreplay, and left it up to survey respondents to define it for themselves. How often do people think of
wine & cheese as an element of foreplay? Certainly the sensuality of nice smells and music can get someone in
the mood as much as direct stimulation. This fits well with Mary Basson’s alternative model of sexual response
(2001), where the desire for intimacy leads to a person seeking out and being responsive to stimulation, in contrast
to the traditional model which begins with stimulation (Masters & Johnson, 1966). In this case, the physical
stimulation doesn’t begin to happen until 90 minutes into the experience, but the whole of the sexual episode,
including her version of foreplay, is represented in the cubes.
(file 20170420_37FB)
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Supplemental Figure 12: Units of Sexual Value

The initial prompt was for people to use the cubes as units of time, but graph-makers were also encouraged to
express themselves however it felt most meaningful. This 30-year-old bisexual cis male indicated (by helpfully
labeling the y-axis) that the placement of the cubes showed the intensity of the activity. His unique approach
however, still fits with our protocol. We decided to interpret the cubes in the graphs as units of value, regardless
of the maker’s graphing strategy. This allowed us to simply record cube numbers, and to understand that more
cubes corresponded to some hierarchy of value for each particular activity, regardless of how the graph-maker
was using the cubes. Whether more cubes mean more time, or more intensity, or more joy, they always correspond
to “more.” In this context, we are inferring “more” is a positive value. A few people made graphs of negative
sexual experiences, but where it was apparent, those graphs were omitted in the analysis. For this graph, the
placement of the yellow cubes at different levels on the y-axis presumably means more intense hand-holding and
less intense hand-holding. For our purposes, however, we collected only the information about value: handholding was valued at five cubes, compared to manual stimulation which was valued at fourteen cubes, eye contact
at twenty cubes, and conversation at thirty-seven cubes.
It’s notable there is more information in this graph that we don’t capture in our analysis, but that the graph-maker
was clearly aware of, and hopefully reflecting on. Conversation continues throughout, but the intensity is greater
in the beginning. There’s a peak of intensity of eye contact which disappears as manual stimulation begins.
Kissing has fewer cubes than cuddling but higher levels of intensity. The process of graph-making brings these
kinds of self-observations to the forefront of the conscious experience.
(file 20170610_30MB)
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Supplemental Figure 13: Intellectualizing Fantasy

With the prompt of describing “a good sexual experience for you,” making a graph becomes an introspective
exploration of one’s own desires, and a blueprint for future experiences. It’s a chance to fantasize, but the cubes
de-sexualize the thought process, making it more available to intellectualization. The experience of thinking about
a situation in this very unique way creates a new perspective on the fantasy in the graph-maker’s mind. It provides
a process for people to think about exactly what they would want to happen in great detail. How would that
experience unfold? What would happen first? What are the most important things that I want to happen? The
graph becomes a blueprint to follow if one chooses to enact a fantasy. It becomes a roadmap to share with a
partner, creating signposts for discussion about expectations for the journey.
This graph was not included in the analysis because it tells the story of a threesome, and the several graphs of sex
with multiple partners were excluded from the analysis. But the values she has as she imagines the experience are
clear: she values laughter, surrounding the experience in that. She imagines sitting together, moving closer,
touching and rubbing, kissing. Undressing doesn’t happen until halfway through the experience. She imagines
fingering, blowjobs and PIV, and places orgasms where she imagines them happening. In charting it out this way,
and going through the exercise of imagining moment by moment what would happen, she creates a familiarity
with the episode that could translate into a better outcome in the real-life experience, especially if she shares her
preferred path, or even the graph itself, with her threesome partners before embarking.
(file 20170809_57FS)
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Supplemental Figure 14: The Ambiguity of Oral Ecstasy

The process of making a graph is an opportunity for people to deeply examine the things they value in a sexual
experience, and then express them creatively. Being aware of the things one values, in any aspect of one’s life, is
an important way to move towards manifesting those values into actions. This woman values kissing that ranges
from light tickling to deep. She values flirting with words and sweet caresses. She specifies penetration that is
sometimes deep and slow, sometimes fast, sometimes playful. Communication is an important aspect, ranging
from shouts to groans, to breathy whispers. She wants to climax both before and after her partner climaxes. After
listing the actions that have value, the next task is to order them, and rank them by varying the number of cubes
used. This helps people explore not just what they value, but what do they value the most? Her top six rated
activities are touching (17% of the cubes), kissing and laughing (both 15%), intercourse (11%), oral (7%), and
cuddling (7%).
Is there some ambiguity here? Absolutely. What exactly is oral ecstasy? We coded that as four units of Oral
Stimulation of Genitals, which is a best guess according to general uses of the terms. She could easily get her oral
ecstasy from toe sucking, or from eating ice cream. We don’t know; but this project’s primary purpose is the
value of self-reflection to the individual. The potential value of the data to increase our understanding of what
people want falls farther down the list of the Project’s priorities. When people are free to use their own words and
creativity, they are better able to express their unique sexual flow. It is a side benefit that the coding of the graphs
demonstrates the research possibilities of assessing activities, order, and proportion in people’s preferred sexual
experience. Ambiguities like “oral ecstasy” could easily be resolved with post-graph-making interviews in
subsequent studies.
(20190515_46FcS)
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Supplemental Figure 15: Who Gets to Orgasm

Who climaxes first, who climaxes last, who does or doesn’t climax at all has as much to do with sexual politics
and power dynamics as it does with pleasure. What does it mean that this 26-year-old heterosexual female depicts
an experience where vaginal intercourse culminates in “orgasm!” which is then followed by cuddling, kissing,
and talking? Whose orgasm is represented by the white cube? Heterosexual women climax less reliably than
heterosexual, gay, or bisexual men and lesbian or bisexual women (Frederick et al, 2018), and as a group tend to
undervalue their own sexual pleasure (Kontula & Miettienen, 2016). Surveys have found widely varying
percentages of women that regularly orgasm from vaginal intercourse alone, compared to consistently
approaching 100% for men (Frederick et al, 2018). Graphs such as this represent that dynamic, where the activity
most likely to result in orgasm for men takes precedent, and afterwards, the sex act is essentially done. For the
sexual episode represented by this graph, the graphmaker either: got hers before the intercourse (not represented
in this graph); climaxed simultaneously with her partner; or didn’t climax at all.
There is one other possibility: that it’s HER orgasm there at the peak, and after having intercourse as long as she
likes and climaxing, she snuggles down for a good cuddle, and her male partner doesn’t climax. It is worth
reflecting on the dynamic of sexual politics at play that make this last interpretation so unlikely: 95% of
heterosexual men say they usually or always orgasm, whereas only 65% of heterosexual women say the same
(Frederick et al, 2018).
(file 20170218_26FS)
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Supplemental Figure 16: Tool for Reflection

The coding on this graph is simple: 6 units Kissing, 4 units General Body Touching, 7 units Vaginal Intercourse,
9 units Emotions or Thoughts, 1 unit Cuddling. “Sex” very commonly represents vaginal intercourse, and without
any indication that it means something else, that is our inference, because that is the common usage of the term.
Among heterosexuals, sex often means intercourse. One study found that, whereas 98% of respondents said sex
took place if it included intercourse, only 24.6% said the same about oral sex (Sewell & Strassberg, 2015). This
focus on the one act is reflected in people’s sexual script: they internalize what the culture tells them sex is
supposed to be, and then that is the sex they have.
Making a graph allows people to regard their internalized sexual script at an emotional distance, a layer of
abstraction. It’s sex de-sexualized. It’s a visual representation of very personal data that gives people a way to
reflect on trends and patterns in their sexual interactions. People absorb information visually, but don’t have
access to a simple visual representation of what their sex life looks like. A simple snapshot of a single episode
can be a springboard into a deeper dive into how their typical sexual flow is meeting or not meeting their real
needs. How could their sexual activity be different? What other activities would they like to add to the mix? Are
there different rhythms to the flow of activities that would better suit their desires? In this woman’s case, she
might wonder if some more green cubes might be desirable after those purple cubes. Are there any colors she
might like to add?
(file 20170324_29FH)
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Supplemental Figure 17: Sexual Stories

One might well wonder how “When he promises to make you breakfast in the morning” could possibly be coded
into a database of sexual activity. The easy answer is 4 units of Social Engagement - Post, and that nicely
illustrates why it is so valuable that people can engage in this graph-making activity with the free use of any
words they choose to express their feelings about their sex life. This graph is like a poem that expresses so much
more than the words. The bright yellow of a future happy morning, made in the warm afterglow of sex, contrasted
with the sad black bar that towers over the yellow: the disappointment when he leaves without fulfilling the
promise. The sadness of the disappointment is more than the happiness of the promise, reflected in the cube count.
It’s a sad story, and it is what she chose to paint about her sex life. How much of the story of her sex life is a story
of disappointment, of connections made then broken?
Storytelling is how we make sense of our world and give our experiences meaning and shape. It cannot be
overstated how important the process of storytelling is in all aspects of our life. It helps us to create clarity out of
chaos, and imbues our life with the meaning we create in the stories. This can be destructive as well as constructive
- our stories can reflect reality well or poorly. As Jerome Bruner puts it, stories operate “as an instrument of the
mind in the construction of reality” (1991, p. 6). Due to cultural taboos, we are not accustomed to telling stories
of our individual sexual experiences to other people. In the process of graph-making, we hone the sexual story,
and make sense of what happens in our sexual experiences.
(file 20171022_21FB)
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Supplemental Figure 18: A Conversation Starter

This graph is actually two graphs, comparing on the left how sex typically happens with her partner and on the
right, what is her desired flow. Basically, she wants more of most things except for kissing and toys, and some
things in a different order; notably she wants to have a bath after rather than before (inferring a top down and left
right flow of events). We believe there is a tremendous value in going through this exercise of quantifying and
ordering what actually happens, and what one wishes would happen. First, it creates a clarity of mind in
understanding ways in which the current sexual experience is or is not living up to desires.
Second, it provides a visual aid and a process for opening up a constructive conversation with a partner. The
concept of a sexual graph is unusual enough to be a good conversation starter. The playfulness of the cubes desexualizes sex, making it easier to talk about. The words, cube quantities, and positions are touchstones that can
guide the conversation. The ambiguities in layout present fodder for probing questions to lead the conversation
deeper. The graph is an opening to having a detailed and in-depth conversation about what two partners actually
do. Talking about sex is an important way that couples can have better sex, and sharing graphs is one way to get
those conversations started.
(file 20190623_56WS)
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Supplemental Figure 19: Processing Trauma

Making a graph may be a useful way for people to process trauma. This graph was made online at
GraphicSexProject.com (graphs made online were not included in analysis). She uses the graph to tell the story
of being raped: flirting and dancing is sexy and fun. They make out. They have a boundary and consent
conversation where no penetration is clearly stated. They have oral sex. And then he violates her consent by doing
what they had agreed would not happen. For a long time after, she thinks about why she let him fuck her without
consent. She added a note that said, “this situation got my attention so I have been studying it. I feel I should have
been able to stop the sex I didn’t want from happening with another conversation, but somehow in the heat of the
moment I froze and checked out, sort of passively hoping to salvage the situation and enjoy myself. But the
boundary violation felt so shitty it was unsalvageable So why didn’t I speak up and remind him I didn’t want to
go there? What prevented me from holding a boundary that was important to me?” We hope making a graph
helped her think through these questions.
It may be that this process could be useful in therapeutic environments to help people think through trauma. It
provides a level of distance that could shift perspectives. It’s visual and tactile, and so engages different thought
processes, giving people access to new ways of thinking about situations. It creates a process for rearranging
circumstances or changing them to improve outcomes: for instance, she could make a new cube that represents
how she might have held her boundary. Whether this could be a useful tool in therapy is an avenue for future
research.
(file 1567996933)
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Supplemental Figure 20: Play Parameters

This graph’s story begins in lower left with kissing and a conversation setting boundaries and “shit-talking.”
There is oral sex, and then “sex” (for coding, we inferred vaginal intercourse). What follows is episodes of
boundary pushing and bondage interspersed with intercourse, and at some point the boundary is pushed too far,
requiring the use of a safe word. There is a break, followed by more boundary talk and a lot of affirmation,
whereupon intercourse, kissing, and talking recommences, with decidedly less boundary pushing. The episode
ends in the lower right with more talking and a lot of after care.
One can easily imagine how two people might use this technique of graphing to walk through a scenario
beforehand, to facilitate conversation about boundaries, to agree on parameters, or to talk through expectations,
hopes and desires. The talk of pushing boundaries would have multiple opportunities in the creation of the graph
to discuss what that actually means in practice to both participants. The two people are co-creating a story in
concrete visual terms that makes it more accessible and clear to both people as the play gets underway. Making a
graph could be a useful tool to facilitate communication ahead of play.
(file 20190718_29HFW)
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